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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected acceptable linear real semisimple Lie group with finite 
center and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. We denote by 0(f) the Lie 
algebra of G(K) and by 0&c) the respective complexifications. We assume that 
rank (K) = rank (G), and we let T be a Cartan subgroup of G contained in K. 
We write t for the Lie algebra of T and fc for the complexification oft. 
The (unitary) character group p of T may be identified with a lattice L, in 
the dual of (-l)l/*t, and, for X EL=, the corresponding element of T is given by 
en(exp H) = eAcH), HE t. 
Let WC denote the Weyl group of the pair (0,) tc) and W, the Weyl group 
of K considered as a subgroup of WC . The group WC acts on L, and hence on 
2‘by 
WA(H) = A(w-lH), HE t, X EL, . (1.2) 
We say that /\ ELM is regular if wh # /\ for all ZL’ # 1 in WC ; otherwise h is 
raid to be singular. 
To each X EL, , Harish-Chandra has associated a tempered invariant eigen- 
dtibution 8(h) on G [ 1, 21. O(h) is a locally integrable function on G which is 
an&tic on G’, the set of regular elements in G. The function 0(h) is initially 
on T’ = G’ n T where it has a particularly simple formula and, if h is 
the extension of O(h) to a tempered invariant eigendistribution on G is 
on&e. In this case, O(h) is (up to a sign) a discrete series character of G. For X 
sin*, it is well-known that the extension of O(X) from T’ to a tempered 
&tit eigendistribution on G is not unique. In particular, if X is fixed by a 
non-trivial element of W, , then O(X) = 0 on T’ and may be extended to G by 
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any tempered invariant eigendistribution which vanishes on T’. Among the 
extensions of O(X), h singular, the one most suitable for harmonic analysis on G is 
that defined by Harish-Chandra.l We denote the set of singular h in L, by LT*, 
and we refer to 8(h), X E LTS, as defined by Harish-Chandra as a singular invariant 
eigendistributiou associated to T. 
More generally, dropping the assumption that rank G = rank K, if P = 
lMAN is a cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G and TM is a compact Cartan sub- 
group of M, we consider tempered invariant eigendistributions 0(X, CL, x) 
where X corresponds to a singular character on TM0 (MO the connected compo- 
nent of M, TM0 = T,,,, n MO), p denotes a unitary character on A, and x is a 
character on TM compatible with the singular invariant eigendistribution T(X) 
associated to h on TM0 . We shall refer to 8(X, p, X) as a singular invariant 
eigendistribution associated to the Cartan subgroup H = T,A. 
To illustrate the relationship of the singular invariant eigendistributions to 
harmonic analysis on G, we take f E C,“(G) and consider the invariant integral 
FfT of Harish-Chandra relative to T. If t E T’, then the map f++FfT(t) defines 
an invariant distribution on G which is related to many aspects of analysis on G; 
for example, the Selberg trace formula and the Plancherel formula. In computing 
the Fourier transform of this distribution, one is led to an expression of the form 
(1.3) 
where the meaning of the undefined terms may be found in [3], [6’J or [lo]. 
The point here is that, in order for the Fourier transform of the invariant distri- 
bution to be defined on G, a character theoretic interpretation must be given to 
the singular invariant eigendistributions in the first sum. Moreover, the analysis 
of the term I,(t) involves the singular invariant eigendistributions associated 
to the non-compact Cartan subgroups of G. We emphasize again that, in the 
computation of the Fourier transform of the above invariant distribution, it is 
precisely the form of the singular invariant eigendistributions given by Harish- 
Chandra which is tailored to the necessary abelian Fourier analysis on the 
Cartan subgroups of G. 
The character theoretic identification of the singular invariant eigendiatribu 
tions involves two steps. The first step appeals to a result of Zuckerrnan [14 1 
which states that the tempered invariant eigendistributions on G which rug 
“limits of discrete series” are actually characters on G. The second step ia the 
embedding of these “limits of discrete series” into unitary principll SeriGI 
representations of G. The basic tool here is the notion of extremal in&t 
eigendistribution introduced by Hirai [7]. Given an ordering on the conjqpq 
classes of Cartan subgroups of G under which T is in the maximum claaa, Ha 
1 W. Schmid has pointed out that Harish-Chandra’s extension of @(A) is the uniqut 
extension with exponential decay. 
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defines an extremal invariant eigendistribution to be an invariant eigendistribu- 
tion which has a unique maximal element in its support. He then proves, for a 
restricted class of real semisimple Lie groups, that an extremal tempered invari- 
ant eigendistribution which satisfies certain regularity conditions (see Section 2) 
is uniquely determined by its restriction to the maximal element in its support. 
In a recent note [5], the first author has removed the restrictions on G, and has 
proved Hirai’s theorem for any connected, acceptable, real reductive Lie group 
with compact center. 
In Section 2, we show that O(h), h E LTS, can be written as an alternating sum 
of the characters of the irreducible components of a particular unitary principal 
series representation induced from a cuspidal parabolic subgroup determined by 
A. In Section 3, we decompose the singular @(A, CL, x) associated to non-compact 
Cartan subgroups as an alternating sum of unitary characters which are not in 
general irreducible. Full information about the irreducibility of these latter 
characters is given in Knapp-Zuckerman [9]. 
In the case when G has split rank equal to one, the results announced in this 
note were worked out in part several years ago with K. Okamoto, and, more 
recently, in complete detail with N. Wallach. We note that the rank one case 
uses the results of Zuckerman but not those of Hirai. We also note that our 
work overlaps the recent work of Schmid [ll] and Knapp-Zuckerman [9], but 
both our motivation and our techniques of proof are different. 
2. SINGULAR INVARIANT EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED TO A 
COMPACT CARTAN SUBGROUP 
In this section, we give a character theoretic interpretation to O(h), h ELLS. 
Let s==(--1)1/2f*, and setP={AEg/wW/\Ij/;X forall w-i-1, WEW~}. 
Let s+ be a connected component of F’ and F its closure. If A EL,” CT .Bf, 
we define as in [1] and [2] 
@(A, P+) = lim 
eLTnF+ 
e(7). (2.1) 
The meaning of this “limit” through regular elements of the lattice LT will 
be made precise later. 
For A E 3 define W(h) = {w E WC / WA = A}. From [2] we know that 
-- 
O(h) = [W(X)]-’ c @(A, WS’), A EL$ n .F--. 
UGW(A) 
(2.2) 
It follows from Zuckerman’s results [14] that, up to a sign, @(A, w$+) is the 
chawer of a tempered unitary representation of G. Because of (2.1), these 
cbarretcls are called limits of discrete series characters, or, alternatively, singular 
chactcrs. 
Fix a set @+ of positive roots for the pair (8, , tc), and, for T a regular element 
58433 b-6 
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of L, , set E(T) = sign noroO+ (OL, T). Then C(T) depends only on the component 
F+ of 7 in %‘, so we define ~(9’) = E T , 7 E s+. Set 4 = (8) dim(G/K). Then, ( ) 
for h as in (2.1), (-l)a c(fl+) 0 (A, s+) is a unitary character of G. For any 
- 
X E LTS, pick F+ a connected component of %” such that h E %+ and c(g+) = 1. 
Then E(w%+) = det(w) for w E W(X), and so, writing 
O(h) = [W(h)]-‘(--I)9 1 det(w)[(-1)n det(w) @(A, wF+)] 
weW(A) 
(2.3) 
we have expressed the singular invariant eigendistribution O(X) which occurs 
in the inversion formula (1.3) as a linear combination of unitary characters of G. 
We now turn to the principal goal of this section, that is, the embedding of the 
characters @(A, s+) into unitary principal series and the resulting irreducibility 
of these characters. We shall require the explicit formulas for the invariant 
eigendistributions o(T), 7 regular, given by Harish-Chandra in [I]. We sum- 
marize the necessary facts using the notation of [l]. 
Let 0 be a Cartan involution of G with fixed point set K, and let H be a 
O-stable Cartan subgroup of G with Lie algebra lj. Let lj = ljf + hP be the 
Cartan decomposition of lj corresponding to the decomposition 6 = f + p of Q 
relative to 0. Write H = H,H, where HK = H n K and HP = exp(lj,). We 
denote by HI+ a connected component of HK , and we assume that HI+ C T. 
If 3 is the centralizer of HI+ in 6, then 3 is a reductive subalgebra of (li and t and 
lj are Cartan subalgebras of 3. Let E be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding 
to 3. Define W, as in Section 1, and write YY = W, n W(lc , tc). Let l&f be a 
connected component of 
G(3) = WE bp I 4H) f O,a E @(3c 3 Qc)>, 
and set HP+ = exp(b,+). If y E 5, satisfies “(t,-.) = ljc , then the isomorphism 
ad y from tc onto hc induces isomorphisms from tg onto l$ and from W(;k: , tc) 
OntO W(3, , AC). 
Now, for h,hp E H’, h, E HI+, h, E HP+, any connected component 4Ff of 
F’, and s E W(3, , hc), there are integers c(s: P+: HP+) such that, for X E 9r+, 
@(4(Mp) = ~~G@Khp)-l c Wt) StnW &7F\WK 
x 1 det(s) c(s : tF+ : HP+) exp(sg(th)(log h,,)), (2.4) 
seW(3c,bc) 
where AHG is defined as in [12; 8.1.11. 
The constants c(s: F+: HP+) satisfy: 
(i) c(s: F+: HP+) depends only on the component s3+ of Fi containing 
~+,where~~={h~~\wwh#Xforallw#l,w~W(3~.tc)}; 
(ii) If u E ?V, then c(s%: u-l%+: HP+) = c(s: S+: HP+); 
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(iii) if @(3c , lj,) is of type (A,)&, then for fixed %+ and HP&, c(s: 4”+: HP* ) 
is non-zero only for the one element s,, E W(J~ , lj,) satisfying s,, WA(H) < 0 for all 
HEJ&‘, hey+. 
For this s,, , c(s,,: 9+: HP+) = 1. 
The above facts are proved in [l] except for (iii) which can be found in [4]. 
We now return to the singular invariant eigendistributions G(X), h gLTg. 
Because of (2.4), we see that the definition (2.1) of O(h: %+) makes sense and 
that 8(X: 9+) is given for h,h, E H’ as in (2.4) by the formula 
@(A : F+)(h,h,) = ~I~~(h~h~)-~ 1 det(t) StA(hK) 
EW\W, 
x c det(s) c(s : tF+ : HP+) exp(sY(th)(log hp)). (2.5) 
S~-w@C.t)C) 
Define Lp = {A E L,s 1 WA = X for some w # 1 in IV,}. 
LEMMA 2.6. If h EL?, then O(h) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let H be any maximal element in the support of 8(h) 
with respect to the ordering defined by Hirai in [7]. Then for hKhp E H’, 
hK E HI+, h, E H,,+, we have, using (2.3) and (2.5), 
@(W&J = ~~GV&J-lWNl-l c Wt) 5&d ICW\W, 
x c 
S~W@C,bC) 
det(s) [ c c(s : twFim : H,i)] exp(s”(th)(log hp)). 
WSW(N 
By [7], CweWth) c(s: twF+: HP+) = 0 unless y(th) E (- 1)lj2t)*. But tA E (- 1)l12t* 
implies that “(t/i) assumes real values on E,), . Thus the only non-zero terms in 
the expression for O(h)(h,h,) occur when y(d) E (-l)“‘@ == (7 E (-l)“‘@* 
/ 7 j Q, = 0). Fix t E W, such that y(th) E (-l)‘&j~. Then ?lmm1W(3c, bc) C 
W(d) and 
c det(s) c c(s : twF+ : H,+) 
haw(ac.hC) WEW(A) 
-: c det(s) 1 c(s : Y-l(s-l) wtfl+ : HP+) 
S~W6C.r)C) tc~:w(u) 
= u&, det(u) sEw,3c~c,,~p det(s) c c(s : Y-‘(s-l) wtR+ : Hp+) = 0 
wew(tn) 
unless YP” = (I}. In this case @(3c, F&) is of type (A$ and so 
r(s: y-‘(s-ywts+: HP+) is independent of s E W(3,, h,) and the above sum 
is zero if W(J~ , l,),.) # {I). But W(3, , h,) = {I> only if Ij = t, and O()r) is 
easily seen to be zero on T. [ 
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Because of Lemma 1, we need only consider A E L,8 which are not fixed by a 
nontrivial element of W, , and we restrict ourselves to this case for the remainder 
of this paper. 
Let p(X) = (a E @((tic, t,)/(cu, A) = 0). Then p(X) contains no compact 
roots because X 6 Lc’, and is thus a set of strongly orthogonal singular imaginary 
roots whose span contains no other roots; that is, q(X) is of type (A,)“. Denote 
the elements of y(X) by -& ,..., +$k . For each i = I,..., K, let X0, , X-ai be 
root vectors of -I& in Bc satisfying [X0& , XPei] = 2Hei/ I/ pi lj2. Let vi = 
exp((--rr(-l)1/2)/4) ad(Xa, $ X+)), and v = (vl) .; (vk). Then 1 = v-l(&) n 6 
is a Cartan subalgebra of 6 with if C t, jP = Ci3r ‘wHai where 01~ = v-l& , 
i = l,..., k, are the real roots of (8, j). 
Let J be the Cartan subgroup corresponding to 1. J = JK., where JK = 
/ n K and J, = exp(j,). Let P E 9(j,), th e set of parabolic subgroups of G 
with split component JP . Let P = MJ,N be the Langlands decomposition of 
P. Then],=JnM=J, is a compact Cartan subgroup of M and V-lh, 
which we will also denote by A, is a regular element of LJK, the character 
lattice in (-1) lo’* Thus, corresponding to A, there is a discrete series lt. 
representation of MO, the identity component of M, with character T(h). 
Both Jhl and M need not be connected. The component group of JM is the 
finite abelian group Z&J defined as in [12]. Define M+ = Z&J MO = JMMo. 
Choose a system @+ of positive roots for @(6c , jc) so that 01 E @+ if and only if 
01~ E @+ for all 01 not taking purely imaginary values on j. Here &(H) = ti(oH) 
for HE jc , where u denotes the conjugation of 6, with respect to 8. Define 
P = EOIaJ+ (y. and let x0 = 6, . x0 is well-defined as a character of Z&J because 
G is acceptable. Further, x0 Iz(lp),-,,,,O = T(X)IZ(IP)AMO . Thus (x0 @ T(h))(ym) = 
x~WV)(~)~ Y E Z&A m E MO, gives an irreducible character of M+, and 
W x0) = IndM+dxo 0 WV) is a discrete series character of M. Extend 
T(h, x0) trivially to a character T(h, 0, x0) on P. Then the induced character 
W, 0, x0) = IndptG T(X, 0, x0) is a unitary principal series character of G 
which is reducible. 
THEOREM 2.7. 0(X, 0, x0) = &,ew~n~(-l)qdet(w)8(h, w.9’). 
It follows from [8] that @(A, 0, x0) has at most [W(A)] irreducible components. 
COROLLARY 2.8. (-l)det(w)B(X, wS+) is an irreducible character, and 
@(A, 0, x0) has exactly [W(X)] irreducible components. 
The remainder of Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.7 which will 
be given by a series of lemmas. We first establish some notation and give a 
statement of Hirai’s theorem. 
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Let Car(G) and Car(B) denote the sets of all conjugacy classes of Cartan 
subgroups of G and Cartan subalgebras of (li respectively. Then there is an 
order on Car(@), which can be lifted to an order of Car(G), given as follows. 
Let Q and b be Cartan subalgebras of 6% We say [a] < [b] if there is a real 
root ol of a such that v(a,) = bc , where v = V, = exp(-rr(-l)ll”/4 ad(X, + X..,)), 
and X, , X-, are root vectors for 01 and --01 in 6 satisfying [X,, , X,] == 2HJ 
” 01 lja. In this case [a] # @I, and VOL is a singular imaginary root of 6. Extending 
the order < transitively we get an order on Car(B) with unique maximal and 
minimal elements, the Cartan subalgebras with maximal compact and vector 
parts respectively. 
For any tempered invariant eigendistribution 7, let C(r) be the subset of 
Car(G) consisting of conjugacy classes [H] for which v lH + 0. Any Cartan 
subgroup H such that [H] is a maximal element of C(V) is called a higkst 
Cartan subgroup of a; rr is called extremal of height [q if [H] is the unique 
maximal element of C(77). 
Let n be a tempered invariant eigendistribution on G, H a highest Cartan 
subgroup for V. Associated to n is an element h E (--l)l/?)* with the following 
property: For any fixed y E HK , there are polynomials in X, pJX, y), for 
XE l-J, w E w5, , I,c), so that for X sufficiently small, 
cRH(y exp X) dHG(y exp X) rr(y exp X) = 1 P&Y Y) exp(w4-9. 
weWt(tjC,hC) 
cRH and dHG are defined as in [12, 8.1.11. 
The polynomials p, are uniquely determined if we require p, = p,,, for all 
s E IV(A) =: (w E W(B, , 6,) 1 WA = h}, and then pU, =-- 0 unless zcX F: (- 1)1/2h* 
m 
THEOREM (Hirai). Let G be a connected, acceptable, real reductive Lie group 
with compact center. Let = be an extremal tempered invariant eigendistribution on 
G of height [HI. Let h be the element of (- l)Wj* associated to rr. T?um rr is uniquely 
determined by its restriction to H if h is regular with respect to the imaginary roots of 
(Q,~),i.e.,7~(/\,~>fOforall~~~(OC,~C)~(-l)1~”~*. 
Lemma 2.9 asserts that both tempered invariant eigendistributions appearing 
in Theorem 2.7 are extremal of height J. Since X is regular with respect to the 
imaginary roots of (8, j), by Hirai’s theorem, it is sufficient to show that the 
two sides agree on J. This is proved in lemmas 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12. 
LEMMA 2.9. @(A, 0, x0) and Y(h) = x2,1EW(A) (-1)4 det wO(& w,F+) are 
both extremal of height J. 
Proof. It is obvious that O(h, 0, x0) is extremal of height J since it is a unitary 
principal series representation induced from P = AIJDN (see [13]). We prove 
that Y(h) is also extremal of height J. 
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Let H be a B-stable Cartan subgroup of G. Let hKhp E H’, hK E HI+, h, E HP+. 
Then 
x wE;(tn, det(w) c s ( : wtS+ : HP+) exp(s g(th)(log hp)). 
Suppose fi E p(th), /3 $0(3c , tc). Let so be the reflection corresponding to /3 in 
W(th). Then 
,,j& det(w) c(s : wtF+ : HP+) 
= c det w[c(s : wtF+ : HP+) - c(s : s,wtF+ : HP+)]. 
ws(l*8~)\W(tN 
-- 
For any w E W(tA), wtF+ is a component of fl and th E wtS+ n s,wtS+. The 
only root hyperplanes separating wtg+ and sswtF+ contain A Since tp(tA) is of 
type (A,)“, HB is the only hyperplane separating wtS+ and s,wtS+, and so, if 
/I 4 @(3c, tc), c(s: wt4”+: HP+) = ( c s: sswtF+: HP+). Thus if Y(X) is not zero on 
HI+Hp+, there is t E W, such that “(t * v(h)) C @(3c, tc) = @(3c, I&) 6 
@,((ti, b) = the set of real roots of the pair (6, I$. Thus [HJ < [J]. We will see 
in Lemma 2.10 that Y(X) is not identically zero on J. Thus J is the highest 
Cartan subgroup of Y(h). 1 
LEMMA 2.10. Let yjKjp E J’, y E Z(jP), j, E JK’, j, E J, . Let 3’ = C&Jlr”) 
and 3 = C,( JKo) be the centralizers in 8 of yJKo and JKo respectively. Let W; = 
{t E W, 1 th E (-l)“~:}. Then Y(X)(yjKjP) = 0 if 3” # 3, and, if 3~ = 3, 
W)(yjKjJ = (- 1)qM[W41 &“kk.&)-‘~&&&~ Ct+ W) 4) Mid 
Here AJG, l RJ, and CR(t) are deJined as in [lo, 8.1.11, and qM = Q dim(M/KnM). 
Proof. Let yjKjP E J’ be as above. Fix t E W, and s E W(jcy, &). By the 
proof of Lemma 2.9, Cwewtu) det(w)c(s : wts+ : I,+) = 0 unless @A) 6 
@(3cy9 k)* @(3c 9 tc) = VW so if 3~ # 3, then v,(d) g @(3cy, tc) for any 
t E W, and Y(h)(yjKjp) = 0. If 3~ = 3, q~(tA) C @(jc , tc) if and only if I = 
q(A) so that th E (-l)‘/“ig . Thus for 
3y = 3, 
x c det(s) c det(w) c(s : wtF’+ : I,+). 
SEW(3C.iC) WEW(U) 
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Fix t E W;( . Then since @(jc , j,-) is of type (A$, 
c 
rtW(JC,iC) 
det(s) ,E,,,, det(w) c(s : wtF+ : J,+) 
= c c det(w) c(s : (y-is-l) wtF-+ : J;+) 
seW(3c,ic) WEW(M) 
= [W(3, , jc)] 1 det(w) ~(1: wtF+ : J,+) 
WEW(f,l) 
since c(s : (u-h-l) wtiF+ : J,+) is independent of s and is zero except for the one 
w E l&‘(d) satisfying det(w) ER(t) l $(jKjD) = (- 1 )‘-*M . For t E Wk , CR(t) makes 
sense because t permutes CDR , the set of real roots of (8, j) and CR(t) is 
defined by t . JJaeaR+ a = CR(t) I-IuecPR+ a. 1 
LEMMA 2.11. Let yj,j, E J’, y E Z(jr), j, E JKo, j, E J, . Then @(A, 0, x0) r= 0 
$3~ #a, andif 
3” = 3, 
where W(G, J) = NG( J)/ J and W( Jp) = (v E W(G, J) / v centralizes JKo}. 
Prtmf. Let yj, E Jk , y E Z(jP), jK E JKo. Then 
= (- 1)“” x0(y) AZ< jK)-’ c det(t) Sd.LJ 
t~Whbf,J~) 
since representatives of M/M+ can be chosen which centralize Z(j,) and normalize 
J Kc’ 
By [13], the formula for the induced character @(A, 0, x0) is given on J by 
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(-l)QM 1 
= [w(1Lf7 &)I dJG(%&) 
since 
sign I ’ JG(yjKjPd- d J”( jK) I = cRJ(.,,ji jp) x0(y) by [12, 8.1.11. 
Further, W(M, JK) may be considered as a subgroup of W(G, J) and all =( 
cRJ(j), t E W(M, JK), j E J’, so that 
@(A, 0, xo)(yjK j,) = (- lJaM d JG(?h.ip)-’ c W@ •~Jb!~i&) h(lOjK) 
veW(G.J) 
= ( - 1)“” d JGb!!K.&)-l 1 det(w) 
For w E W(G, J),j, E JK, define c,(h) as in [12; 8.1.11. Then for w E WZ J), 
•~~(wJ&&,) = •~(4 G(Y) ~RJb&jp) so that 
c de+) ~RJ(eUeryjKjp) = ~RJb!iKip) c det(w) l R(W) %b) 
wsW(Jp) wcW(Jp) 
= l RJ(ervj,ip) C 44 
wosW(Jp) 
w w Q,(Y) is a character of W(jJ. It is trivial if 37 = 3. Othenvise it is non- 
trivial and so &,EW(JP) c,(y) = 0. Thus if 3 # 3’, @(A, 0, xO)(?jKjP) = 0. If 
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3 = 3’2 
@h 0, XOMKAJ 
To obtain the equality in Theorem 2.7, it suffices to show the equality of the 
formulas obtained in Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11. This is done in Lemma 2.12 which 
is stated in a more general setting than is necessary here so that it can also be 
used in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let G be a not necessarily connected semisimple Lie group with 
finite center. Assume G has a compact Cartan subgroup T. Let h E L,“JLy. Let J be 
the Cartan subgroup of G corresponding to h as above. Then there is a surjective 
homomorphism from Wk = {t E W, 1 th E (-l)l/“jE} to W(J,)\W(G, J) with 
kernel W, = W;( n W(h) which preserves action on JKo. 
Proof. Let t E Wk and let x E G be a representative for t in NC(T). Since 
tE w;, x normalizes jk and hence C6(jlc) = 3. xjP C 3 is a maximal abelian 
subalgebra of 3 n p, and so is conjugate to jP by an element z of 8, the analytic 
subgroup of Go corresponding to 3. Then zx normalizes both jP and jlc and hence 
C,(j) = J. Thus zx corresponds to an element v(t) in W(G, J). The action of 
v(t) on Jxo is the same as that of t since z centralizes JKO. The mapping t--j 
W( J&v(t) is well-defined since the action of z E S corresponds to that of an 
element of W( Jp). Thus t tt v(t) is a mapping from Wi into W( J,)\ W(G, J) 
which is clearly a homomorphism. 
If v(t) E W(Jp), then t E Wk n W(fc , tc) = Wk n W(h) = W, . To see 
that the mapping is surjective, let x E N,(J) represent v E W(G, J). Then x 
normalizes jr and also 3. Thus “f is a compact Cartan subalgebra of 3, and so is 
conjugate to t by an element z of E. Then zx E NF( T) and corresponds to some 
t E Wk . Clearly v(t) = v. 
In the case that G is connected, W, = {I) since h $ Ly so that the mapping 
defined in Lemma 2.12 is a bijection and the formulas for Y(h) and @(A, 0, x0) 
on J obtained in Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 agree. 
3. SINGULAR INVARIANT EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED TO A 
NON-COMPACT CARTAN SUBGROUP 
In this section, we drop the assumption that rank G = rank K and let P = 
M A N be any cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G. Let T,V1 denote a compact 
580!33/2-7 
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Cartan subgroup of M with Lie algebra t, and let h be a singular element in the 
character lattice L of TM0 in (- l)1/2t*. Let T(X) denote the corresponding singu- 
lar invariant eigendistribution on MO. 
As in Section 2, T(X) is an alternating sum of “limits of discrete series” 
characters of MO, that is, 
T(h) = [W(h)]-l(-l)qM c det(w)[(-l)aM det(w) T(h, w9+)]. (3.1) 
WEWW 
Let x0 be a character on 2((u), compatible with T(X) on Z(2l) n TMo, where 
Z(2l) is the group of components of the Cartan subgroup T,A of G defined as in 
[12]. Then x0 @ T(X) and x0 @ T(h, wF+) are defined on M+ = Z(9.l) MO. Let 
T(X, x0) = Ind,t,, x0 @ T(h) and T(h, w4c+, x0) = IndMtrM x0 @ T(X, wF+). 
Let p be a unitary character of A, and set O(h, p, x0) = Ind,?, p @ T(h, x0), 
O(h, wP*, ~1, x0) = Ind,,, p @ T(h, w.F+, x0). We note that Zuckerman’s 
results [14] tell us that for w E W(X), (-1) ‘W(wF+)T(h, w9+) is a unitary 
character of MO, so that, up to a sign, O(h, wF+, p, x0) is a unitary character of 
G. We thus have the character theoretic decomposition 
@(A, p, x0) = [qq-l c @(h up+, CL9 x0) wewLu (3.2) 
By Lemma 2.6, T(h) = 0 and hence @(A, CL, x0) = 0 if h E Lss = (h EL 1 WX = X 
for some w # 1 in W(M”, TMo)}. Th us we assume for the remainder of this 
section that X E L8\Lss. 
LEMMA 3.3. (-1) “%(F+)T(X, F+, x0) is an irreducible character of M. 
I 
Proof. By Corollary 2.8, we know that (-1) ‘N(F+)T(X, 9+) is an irredu-l 
cible character of MO. T(X, S-+, x0) has support on M+ and is given there b$ 
T(X, S+, x0)(m) = CwMIMt x0 @ T(X, 9+)(zm), m E Mt. To show tti 
T(X, 9+, x0) is irreducible, it suffices to show that for x # 1 in M/M+, ,ye Q 
T@, S+)(m) # x0 0 T(& s+>Pm), f or all m E Mt. Thus assume for some 
x E M/M+ that x0 @ T(X, F+)(“m) = x0 @ T(X, S+)(m) for all m E Mt. 
We can choose a representative y of xM+ which normalizes T, and corre- 
sponds to an element w, E W(M, TM). Thus for t E ( TMo)‘, T(& P+>(V) =t 
d$wot)-l CVEW(,+,OSTly~) det(w) [&w,t) = T(X, S+)(t) if and only if there is 
an element w1 E W(M”, TIMo) such that wlwo E W(h) and det wlwo = 1. 
If wlwo # 1, we can pick p E cp(A) so that wlwop = -/3. Let lj =m n v;‘(tc) = 
~,+~,where$,Ctand~p=IWH, h w ere 01 = ~a‘@) is the only real root of 
(m, b). Suppose y E MO corresponds to wr E W(MO, TMo). Then w norm&cat 
blc and hence normalizes 3 = c,,&). Thus there is an element x E 8, the analytic 
subgroup of MO corresponding to 3, such that z~$, = bP . In fact we can pick 
s so that zyy centralizes $, since the normalizer in S of ljP contains a representa- 
tive of s, . 
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For hxhp E H’, H = HKHp the Cartan subgroup of MO associated to h, 
7 T(A, .F+)(““y(hKhp)) = T(h, F+)((w,w”hJ h,) 
= det(w,wo)i,Kd.M(h,hp)-l C det(t) 5tA(wlwoh-) 
te W(MO. TM”, 
Y c det(s) c(s : t.9.+ : HP+) exp(P(tX)(log A,)) 
Sf (I. EJ 
x c det(s) c(s : w,w,t~~~zu~~S’ : HP+) exp(s”fI(w,ru,th)(log hp)) 
hE(I,SJ 
=: T(/I, F-+)(hKhP) = o,yh,h&l 1 dettt) M4J 
x c det(s) c(s : tS+ : HP+) exp(P(fX)(log hp)j. 
PE(l.S<,) 
Since the ttA are linearly independent on HK for t E W(MO, TMo), the coefficients 
of tA in the above expressions must be equal. But one is the negative of the other. 
Thus zulwo = 1, and so w. E W(MO, T&,O) and x == 1 E M/M+. 
LEMMA 3.4. O(h, wF’+, p, x0) is irreducible ;f p is a regular character of A. 
Proof. The infinitesimal character of T(A, w,F+, x0) relative to tc is A E 
(- l)l&*, and for every root p E @(m, , t,-.), (p, hi is real. Thus the lemma is a 
special case of the following theorem of Harish-Chandra [see 131. 
THEOREM 3.5. (Harish Chandra). Let 7~ be an irreducible unitary character 
of M with real inJinitesima1 character, and let o E ‘II* be W(G, A)-regular. Then 
Ind,,, 7: (6) e(-l)“eo is irreducible. 
Since X E LS\LSS, we can construct a Cartan subgroup jM = m n v(tc) ofm as in 
Section 2 so that h is a regular element of (- 1)1/2j&,k and ‘y(h) is the set of real 
roots of :nt, jM). Let JM be the corresponding Cat-tan subgroup of M. Then 
J = JiMA is a Cartan subgroup of G. Take Q E P(,JP) where Jp = JM,pA, JEn,p 
the vector component of JM . Write Q = Ml JpNl in its Langlands decomposi- 
tion, and set J1 = J n Ml = JK , Ml+ = Z(jP) Mlo. Z(j4) is an abelian group 
generated by elements of order two, and contains as a subgroup Z(jM,p)Z(%) = 
Z(jP) n Mt. Here Z(jMM.J is the group of components of Jfif n MO in MO. 
Let BM+ be a set of positive roots for @(m, , jMc) satisfying o! E QiM+ if and 
only if au E &+ for 01 not taking purely imaginary values on j. Let PM -= 
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iEaceM+ a and set x1 = E, 0 x0 , where x0 is the character of Z(‘%) chosen 
previously. MO is acceptable, so tpM gives a well-defined character of Z(jM,P). 
AlSO fOM I zwuz(i,,p) = x0 I z@Iu)uz(i,,p) so that x1 gives a well-defined character 
of Z(jM,JZ(%). Extend x1 trivially to a character of Z&J. Extend p E a to a 
character of JP by making it trivial on JM,P. Set R(h, CL, xi) = Indo,, p @ T(X, x1) 
as in Section 2. Then R(X, p, xl) is the character of a reducible unitary 
principal series representation of G. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let IV, = W(A) n W(M, TM). Then [W,IR(A, p, xl) = 
c wee (- 1) a~d4w)@(h ws+, P, x01. 
The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.7. R(A, II, xi) is 
obviously extremal of height J. So is CcufWu) det(w)@(h, w9+, p, x0) = 
Ind,& OCwsw(A) det(w)T(h wF+, x0)) since LWQ) det(w)T(A ws+, x0) is 
extremal of height jM on M. Since h is regular with respect to the imaginary 
roots of (6, j), by Hirai’s theorem it suffices to prove equality of the two 
tempered invariant eigendistributions on J. 
LEMMA 3.7. For all j E J’, 
[Wo] R(k p, xl)(i) = 1 (--lP’ det(w) W, w@-, ru, XO)(.IJ 
WCWU) 
Proof. We first derive a formula for the right hand side of the equation. 
Let j E J& n Ma. Write j = njKj, , y1 E Z(iM,J, j, E JKo, j, E JM,p . From 
Lemma 2.10, Y(h)(y,jxjl) = (--I)~~-QM~&~~(~) det(w)T(A, w.P+)(y&jJ = 0 
if 3~1 = C&r JKO) # 3 = C,,,( JKo) and if 3~1 = 3, 
Here 
W(M”, TM’)’ = {t E W((M’, TM”) 1 tX E (-l)l/” j;}. 
For j E JhnM’, j=yzyljKjl , yz E Z(a), yljKjl E J’ 17 MO as above, Y(h, x,,) = 
IndM+dxo 0 W)(wJKjd=O if 3’123 =4 if 3yi = 3, W, xo)bwl.i,il) = 
PWI x0&J $‘(G&) $,(nh&Y Cts~~~,~M~~ Wt) c&I &hi) where 
I+‘(&?, TM)’ = {t E W(M, T,,,,) 1 th E (-l)l/‘jf}. Using Lemma 2.12, where 
in this case IV, = IV(M, TM)’ n W(h) need not be trivial, we have in the case 
that 3’1 = 3, 
X c deW ER(fd &dj~). 
~EW(JM,p)\W(M.JM) 
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In the formula for the induced representation, A = AFM is defined only on 
J n MO. However, j A 1 can be extended to a function on J n M+ by setting 
/ A( = 1 A(j)/ for y E Z(‘%), j E J n MO, since A(yj) = &A(j) for y E 2(‘S) n 
MO. Since Y(h, x0)(j) = 0 for j $ J n M+, it is sufficient to define / d / on J n MF 
for the above formula to make sense. 
For y E 2(&J, define W(G, J, y) = (U E W(G, J) / uy E M+ and Cm(uyJKo) =~ 
C,,,( JKo)}. Then for j E J’, j = yj,j, , y E Z(jp), j, E JKo, j, E Jp , we have 
For j E J = JMA, j, denotes the component of j in JM , and for y E Z(jP) n 
M+ = Z(j,,p)Z(%), ya denotes the component of y in Z(a) and y1 the component 
in -UM,p)- 
For Y -= ylyz E z( .kJ * -VW7 .i E (J”Yj 
(where p = $ CeEO+(Qc,tc) cx and pM = 4 ~EO.~(mc,lMc) N. as before), and 
~W, JdW(G I, Y> = WG I, Y), so that 
We now consider R(X, p, x1) = Ind or& @ T(X, xl)). As in the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 I, we get the formula for 
For y E Z(jP) and w E W( JM,p), wy = yyl(w) where y,(w) E Z(j.+l,P). Thus for 
any Y E z&J, 
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= &(Y) x1(r) c %iYl weW(JM,p) 
because t,(n) xI(rI) = 1 for any yl E Z(iM,J. As in Lemma 2.11, w I-+ E&) 
is a homomorphism of W(JM,J, trivial if y E M+ and C&J,“) = C,(JKo) 
and non-trivial otherwise. Thus 
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